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OF RUSSIA

By GERMAN ECONOMIC NEWS, 6-14-16 (EXCERPT)

NATO prepares a veritable military buildup in
Eastern Europe: German soldiers are operating in

Lithuania, the British take over Estonia, and US
soldiers move in to protect Latvia. The Canadians

will be in Poland. Also in the Mediterranean,
combat units are being increased. Russia perceives
the activity as a threat, but hasn’t yet announced

any countermeasures.

At the NATO summit during July 8th-9th in 
Warsaw, the Alliance will adopt a massive 
military presence along Russia’s 
border. Russia is classified by NATO as a threat. 
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg recently 
said in Washington that the US and the EU have 
the right in the form of NATO to defend its 
territories on foreign soil. Critics of this strategy 
believe that it’s possible this upgrade will increase 
significantly the danger of a conflict between 
the superpowers.  

WHEREAS  EDOM  SAITH,  WE  ARE
IMPOVERISHED,  BUT  WE  WILL
RETURN AND BUILD THE DESOLATE
PLACES; THUS SAITH  THE LORD OF
HOSTS,  THEY  SHALL  BUILD,  BUT  I
WILL  THROW  DOWN;  AND  THEY
SHALL CALL THEM, THE BORDER OF
WICKEDNESS,  AND,  THE  PEOPLE
AGAINST  WHOM  THE LORD HATH
INDIGNATION FOR EVER. 

MALACHI 1:4

NATO EXPOSED
AS ISIS SPRINGBOARD INTO SYRIA

Kurdish fighters allegedly backed by the US, have crossed  the Euphrates River in
Syria  and have  moved  against  fighters  from the  self-proclaimed “Islamic State”

(ISIS) holding the city of Manbij. The city is about 20 miles from Jarabulus, another
Syrian city located right on the Syrian-Turkish border. Jarabulus too is held by ISIS.

The initial push toward Manbij  came from the Tishrin Dam in the south,  however,

another front was opened up and is hooking around the city’s north – successfully

cutting off the city and its ISIS defenders from roads leading to the Turkish border –

including Route 216 running between Manbij and Jarabulus.

Planning an assault on an urban center requires that an attacking force cut off city

defenders from their logistical routes. Doing so prevents the enemy from fleeing and

regrouping, but also diminishes the enemy’s fighting capacity during the assault. It is

clear that the fighters moving in on ISIS in Manbij have determined that Jarabulus and

Turkey just beyond the border, constitutes the source of ISIS’ fighting capacity.

With the Western media itself now admitting ISIS is crossing into Syria from Turkey –

even without explaining the obvious context and implications this has for both Turkey

and NATO   – it  will  become quickly apparent  to all  that more should be done by

Turkey and NATO to contain ISIS within Turkey itself,  rather than beyond Turkey’s

border with Syria.

For the United States in particular to have substantial military assets located in Turkey

for its Syrian operations, but appear oblivious to the ISIS threat passing by its own

troops, intelligence officers,  and military trainers and advisers, will  become an act

even the most naive Americans and Europeans will find difficult to believe.

In the meantime, efforts to continue securing Syria’s borders, north and south, must

be made in order to confront the West’s proxies on the battlefield. Meanwhile, across

information space, efforts must be made to continue raising awareness that a war

fought by fighters moving from one country into another is not a “civil war,” it is a

foreign invasion – and those nations participating in it  along the invaded nation’s

borders must be held accountable.

By Tony Cartalucci, New Eastern Outlook, 6-14-16 (EXCERPT)
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